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Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a chronic neurodegenerative disorder and the predominant cause of dementia (Alzheimer's Association, 2016). Clinical manifestation of AD is associated with advanced brain atrophy, together with distinctive amyloid plaque deposition and the formation of neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) within the brain parenchyma (Goedert and Spillantini, 2006). Growing empirical and clinical evidence indicates that AD-associated cognitive decline is the outcome of extremely complex pathogenesis. The disease is characterized by distinctive abnormalities apparent at the systemic, histological, molecular, and biochemical levels. In addition to the well-described typical, profuse NFTs, dystrophic neurites, and beta-amyloid (Aβ) deposits in the parenchyma and blood vessel walls, the pathology of AD includes substantial neuronal loss, inflammation, the activation of apoptotic signaling pathways, extensive DNA damage, considerable mitochondrial malfunction, impaired energy metabolism, and chronic oxidative stress.

Repetitive failures to find an effective anti-amyloid or anti-Tau treatment that would address the challenges of this multifaceted pathology have led to the hypothesis that deposited Aβ proteins and hyperphosphorylated Tau are only confluent lesions and not the ultimate causes of AD (Morris et al., 2014). Therefore, treatment strategies targeting Aβ or Tau protein are not adequate to prevent or cure the disease (Canter et al., 2016). Consequently, the up-to-date vision of the AD etiology and pathogenesis must reach beyond the regular hallmarks and look for alternative areas of research.

Within the context of well-known comorbidities and characteristic disease-associated deviations in homeostasis, converging evidence points to a severe metabolic dysfunction as a leading hallmark and cause of AD (De La Monte and Tong, 2014). Contemporary longitudinal metabolomics studies of various tissues from patients with mild cognitive impairment and progressive AD have demonstrated their informatively and practicability. Moreover, postmortem cross-sectional advanced analyses of the brain tissue have revealed explicit metabolic perturbations associated with AD in both humans (Inoue et al., 2013) and mice (Salek et al., 2010). There is evidence for the induction of the ornithine transcarbamylase expression in AD, which suggests the involvement of the urea cycle in AD pathogenesis (Bensemain et al., 2009). Additionally, recent data point to a widespread systemic AD-related disorder affecting the peripheral parenchymal organs and blood as well as the brain (Maarouf et al., 2018).

Remarkably, the scope and peculiarities of AD-associated metabolic abnormalities resemble the advanced pathology observed in obese and diabetic patients (Mittal et al., 2016). Of note, the pathogenetic relevance of insulin-dependent functions in the sporadic form of AD was suggested more than twenty years ago (Frölich et al., 1998). These common aberrations have led to the hypothesis that AD represents a unique form of diabetes. Consequently, the novel term "type 3 diabetes" has been coined and accepted in the scientific world in association with AD (Kandimalla et al., 2016). The term reflects a substantial overlap between AD and diabetes mellitus on the molecular and biochemical levels (De La Monte and Wands, 2008). Elderly diabetic patients have been shown to develop extensive vascular abnormalities that resemble classical AD pathology (particularly in APOE ε4 carriers) (Ahtiluoto et al., 2010). Likewise, recent data evidently and causatively relate obesity and AD (Alford et al., 2018).

Several treatment strategies common to the above-mentioned metabolic diseases have been shown to be extremely effective, which proves their mutual pathophysiology. Many human and animal studies verify that a long list of conventional medicines used in treating diabetes, atherosclerosis, and other metabolic disorders improve the general status and behavioral and cellular functions of AD patients. For instance, insulin-based therapy has emerged as a promising approach to halt AD-associated cognitive decline (Craft et al., 2012). Wang et al. (2012) evidenced a substantial effect of metformin on neurogenesis and spatial memory acquisition in mice. A significant neuroprotective effect of metformin was demonstrated in rodents on a high-fat diet (HFD) (Asadbegi et al., 2016). Recent animal and human studies involving thiazolidinediones have shown their potential to treat AD and diabetes. The treatment improves memory by facilitating synaptic transmission and reducing neurodegeneration (Gad et al., 2016). Additionally, a wide variety of antioxidants have been shown to be promising in treating atherosclerosis (Enkhmaa et al., 2005), AD (Zhao and Zhao, 2012), and diabetes mellitus (Ruhe and McDonald, 2001). Remarkably, chronic curcumin treatment has been shown to improve the function of insulin-producing β-cells, reduce Aβ-associated cytotoxicity, mitigate Tau protein hyperphosphorylation, and alleviate neurodegeneration (Huang et al., 2016).

Therefore, in light of new findings, the complexity of AD must be considered more carefully in order to gain further insight into the disease pathogenesis and to develop novel preventive and therapeutic disease-modifying approaches.

Branched-Chain Amino Acids {#sec1-2}
==========================

Alpha-amino carboxylic acids (amino acids) are organic compounds containing an amino group and a carboxyl group that are associated with a unique side chain for each amino acid. According to the classic definition, branched-chain amino acids (BCAAs) are amino acids possessing an aliphatic side chain with a branch. There are three known proteinogenic BCAAs, valine, leucine, and isoleucine (**[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**), that are essential amino acids and several non-proteinogenic BCAAs, including 2-aminoisobutyric acid, present in some fungal origin antibiotics (Li and Salditt, 2006).

![Chemical structures of branched-chain amino acids.](NRR-15-1460-g001){#F1}

BCAAs are abundant in the human body and comprise almost one-third of all amino acids present in humans. Skeletal muscles contain a considerable amount of BCAAs, which serve as central structural components and systemic nitrogen accumulators (Wolfe, 2017). However, valine and isoleucine are likely to be found in protein β-sheets, whereas leucine is typical in α-helices (Rajendram et al., 2015). Besides their structural role, BCAAs are key signal molecules that regulate pancreatic insulin production and protein synthesis by controlling the translation initiation phase in the skeletal muscles and liver.

BCAAs belong to the class of essential amino acids that cannot be synthesized endogenously and that must be supplied by diet. To meet physiological requirements, adults should consume about 25 mg/kg of valine, 40 mg/kg of leucine, and 19 mg/kg of isoleucine daily (Wu and Morris, 2004). The most reliable sources of BCAAs are dairy products and red meat, although several non-animal plant foods contain relatively high amounts of BCAA-rich protein as well. Of note, the standard Western diet includes sufficient amounts of BCAAs from various sources, making deficiency extremely uncommon (Rajendram et al., 2015). It is worth highlighting that the vast majority of essential amino acids are metabolized in the liver; however, BCAAs escape first-pass hepatic catabolism and are mainly oxidized in skeletal muscles, adipose tissue, and the brain (Brosnan and Brosnan, 2006).

Branched-Chain Amino Acid Metabolism {#sec1-3}
====================================

As mentioned, all three BCAAs derive from dietary protein and after absorption escape gut and liver metabolism. In their pioneering research, Hagenfeldt et al. (1980) found that 55% of intravenous leucine infusion in the post-absorptive state is taken up by the peripheral tissues, 25% by the splanchnic region, and 10% by the brain, which points to the brain as an important BCAAs reactor. The catabolism of BCAAs comprises several steps, most of which are dependent upon mitochondrial enzymes and yield Acetyl-CoA, Propionyl-CoA, and Succinyl-CoA as the final metabolic products (**[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). Of note, the intermediate metabolites can be diverted to other metabolic pathways and serve as substrates in various vital biological processes, such as cholesterol and fatty acid synthesis.

![A simplified schematic representation of branched-chain amino acids (BCAAs) metabolism.\
BCAAs catabolism initiates with a reversible reaction catalyzed by common for all three BCAAs branched-chain aminotransferases (BCATs) producing branched-chain α-ketoacids (BCKAs). A mitochondrial multienzyme complex of branched-chain α-keto acid dehydrogenase catalyzes a series of irreversible reactions, which yield Isobutyryl-CoA, Isovaleryl-CoA, 2-Methylbutyryl-CoA for valine, leucine, and isoleucine respectively. The final products acetyl coenzyme A (Acetyl-CoA), Propionyl-CoA, and Succinyl-CoA are bioactive molecules, which participate in various vital biochemical processes (including protein, carbohydrate, and lipid metabolism). NAD: Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide.](NRR-15-1460-g002){#F2}

BCAA catabolism starts with a transamination reaction catalyzed by branched-chain aminotransferases (BCATs). The BCAT family consists of two isoforms, mitochondrial BCATm and cytosolic BCATc. These enzymes transfer the α-amino group from BCAAs to α-ketoglutarate. Importantly, vitamin B6 is a cofactor of BCATs. Pyridoxal-5-phosphate (PLP) temporarily accepts the α-amino group donated by the BCAAs and becomes pyridoxamine-5-phosphate (PMP), which converts BCAT-PLP to BCAT-PMP. BCAT-PMP then donates the amino group to α-ketoglutarate. In this step, BCAT-PMP converts back to BCAT-PLP, and α-ketoglutarate transaminates into glutamate. This is a typical example of the "ping-pong reaction" characterized by the reversion of the enzyme and its cofactor to their initial states following the release of the temporarily attached group.

Remarkably, the administration of vitamin B6 has been shown to increase the hippocampal levels of the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor, PSD-95 protein, and improve learning and memory acquisition in isocarbophos-treated rats (Li et al., 2018c). Moreover, recent human studies have associated higher B6 levels with better preservation of cortical structures in the brain in the elderly (Jannusch et al., 2017). This supports the earlier reported results showing a therapeutic effect of vitamin B supplementation on the atrophy rate in specific brain regions vulnerable to the AD process in patients with mild cognitive impairment (Douaud et al., 2013). Of note, the combination of high-dose folate, vitamin B6, and vitamin B12 does not slow cognitive decline in individuals with AD; though, effectively reduces blood homocysteine levels (Aisen et al., 2008).

BCATs are mutual enzymes for all three BCAAs. The products of the reaction are glutamate and three different branched-chain α-ketoacids. It is noteworthy that in most tissues BCATs activity balance nearby the equilibrium where the substrates and products concentrations are at or below their Km values. Consequently, these enzymes can react very rapidly to metabolic changes. Still, there is a noticeable BCATs substrate preference for isoleucine, followed by leucine and valine (Rajendram et al., 2015).

There are substantial differences between BCATc and BCATm in the substrate preference and kinetics of transamination (Davoodi et al., 1998). Moreover, other amino acids, such as norvaline (a non-proteinogenic amino acid), can be BCAT substrates in rats and humans (Hall et al., 1993). Remarkably, human BCATc accepts norvaline twice as readily as BCATm (Davoodi et al., 1998). Two BCAT isoenzymes are distributed irregularly throughout the body. BCATc is expressed primarily in the testes, ovaries, and brain but not in the liver, although BCATm is present in various tissues. Of note, the rat brain possesses the highest BCATc activity, followed by the ovaries, fetal brain, and placenta (Hall et al., 1993). The pioneering research by Hall et al. (1993) demonstrated the first complete purification of BCATs from the rat brain. The authors suggested that BCATc is a dimer in the native state and indicated the tryptic structural differences between BCATc and BCATm and their substrate specificity. They also reconstituted BCATm in an elegant experiment with phospholipid vesicles and demonstrated that the enzyme is a bi-functional protein catalyzing BCAA transamination and transporting branched-chain alpha-keto acid (Hutson and Hall, 1993).

There are indications that BCAAs play a different role in the brain compared to other tissues. BCATc, BCATm, and BCKD are expressed prominently in brain cells, where the enzymes maintain the continuous supply of the principal excitatory neurotransmitter glutamate. Several early studies have shown that BCATc and BCKD are present predominantly in neurons (Bixel et al., 1997), although the appearance of BCATm is limited to glial cells (Bixel et al., 2001). Our recent unpublished data indicate substantial expression levels of BCATc in glial cells (**[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**).

![Immunolocalization of mouse cytosolic branched-chain aminotransferase (BCATc).\
Hematoxylin and BCATc staining of paraffin-embedded C57BL/6 mouse tissues. (A) Histology of the testes from 6-month-old mice. A representative bright-field 40× micrograph with an inset at 100× magnification showing strong expression of BCATc in the epithelium of seminiferous tubule. (B) A representative hippocampal bright-field 40× micrograph with an inset at × 100 magnification indicating expression of BCATc in the neurons of CA4 area and a glial cell (arrow).](NRR-15-1460-g003){#F3}

Branched-Chain Amino Acids and Brain Function {#sec1-4}
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The mammalian brain is an immensely metabolically active organ. Its normal function is characterized by extreme fluctuations of ionic gradients, recurrent drastic alterations in the membrane potential of cells, and the rapid but accurate release of numerous neurotransmitters. Surprisingly, this complex system perennially preserves the optimal biochemical environment, despite the striking variations in blood flow. These instabilities in the quality and composition of the supplied materials together with the dynamic changes in blood pressure pose extraordinary challenges for the system. In order to control its milieu precisely, the brain is enveloped in a protective and highly selective semipermeable border, the blood-brain barrier (BBB).

Initial experiments with radiolabeled amino acids in rats proved that BCAAs readily cross the BBB (Oldendorf, 1971). Moreover, it was suggested that BCAA uptake at the BBB exceeds that of all other amino acids (Ruderisch, 2010). Other studies have established that the capacity of the brain to oxidize BCAAs is about four-fold higher than that of muscles (Odessey and Goldberg, 1972). Consequently, it was hypothesized that the mammalian brain constitutes an important utilization organ for these amino acids (Felig, 1975). The BCAAs shuttling mechanisms via the BBB have therefore been under intensive investigation during the last decades. It has been proven that the continuous passage of BCAAs is mediated by specific transport systems that control the levels of metabolites and substrate/product spatial distribution in the different brain areas. These carriers operate in accordance with their substrate specificity or preference for some particular amino acids. Accordingly, the existence of a highly specific mediated transport system was presumed and evidenced by observations of the uptake inhibition patterns by structural analogs.

Early studies of the physiological uptake of various amino acids by the human brain have measured arterial--jugular venous concentration differences under dissimilar conditions (Felig et al., 1973). Several classes of transporters with different degrees, of overlap between the groups, have been assumed vis-à-vis the structure and charge of amino acids (Blasberg and Lajtha, 1966). For example, the observation of arginine but not valine uptake inhibition by lysine indicated substrate specificity. Remarkably, isoleucine inhibits valine uptake, which points to the competition between these two BCAAs for a mutual transporter. However, valine is more readily taken up by the brain than other BCAAs (Felig, 1975), and its uptake is concentration-dependent, which further indicates the existence of a saturable carrier (Battistin et al., 1971).

Since the original work by Battistin et al. (1971), who predicted the essential amino acids facilitated uptake by the brain, several classes of carriers have been identified. At least two transporters for neutral amino acids have been shown to provide the brain with essential amino acids. Of note, BCAAs belong to the group of large neutral amino acids (LNAAs). Facilitative sodium-independent transport of LNAAs via the leucine-preferring (L1) system has been demonstrated to be a functionally dominant carrier responsible for brain uptake of LNAA (Killian and Chikhale, 2001). There are four sodium-independent neutral L-type amino acid transporters. They form two structurally different groups of carriers, consisting (LAT1, LAT2) and (LAT3, LAT4) transporters, though, LAT1 is the predominant carrier type at the BBB (Wang and Holst, 2015) that import BCAAs in exchange for intracellular glutamine (Albrecht and Zielińska, 2019). All of them are transmembrane proteins comprising 12 domains. Of note, LAT1 and LAT2 are associated with a heavy chain via a conserved disulfide bridge; however, LAT3 and LAT4 do not have a binding partner (**[Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). The heavy chain is responsible for localization and stabilization of the light chain and the transporters that do not possess this element show lower affinity for neutral amino acids (Singh and Ecker, 2018).

Additionally, a sodium-dependent transport system for LNAAs has been comprehensively described (O'Kane and Hawkins, 2003). It has been shown that the system is voltage-sensitive and conveys the analogous to the facilitative system L1 amino acids, however, allowing the entry of LNAAs down their concentration gradients (Hawkins et al., 2006).

![A simplified model of branched-chain amino acids (BCAAs) transport to the brain via the luminal membrane of an endothelial cell.\
LAT1 is sodium-independent transmembrane transporter, which forms a complex with 4F2hc glycoprotein to import large neutral amino acids in exchange for glutamine. LAT3 is a Na^+^-independent neutral l-amino acid transporter that facilitates transport of BCAAs with a low affinity and has no binding partner. LAT3 delivers a limited number of amino acids into cells, including leucine, isoleucine, and valine (Wang and Holst, 2015). Facilitative transport of valine is mediated by system y^+^ and is sodium-dependent (Hawkins et al., 2006).](NRR-15-1460-g004){#F4}

The L1 transporter has an affinity for various competing with each other for entry into the brain amino acids. Based on transport kinetic analysis in rodents, it has been proposed that the L1 transporter is saturated under physiological conditions; accordingly, elevated levels of some particular amino acids in the blood moderate the brain uptake of others (Smith et al., 1987; Pardridge, 1998). Consequently, a competitive inhibition mechanism of LNAA transport at the human BBB has been proved (Shulkin et al., 1995).

Branched-Chain Amino Acids and Glutamate Metabolism {#sec1-5}
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In the mammalian brain, BCAAs are involved in several vital processes. Among them are the metabolism of key neurotransmitters, protein synthesis, and energy production (Fernstrom, 2005). Glutamate is the principal excitatory neurotransmitter of the mammal brain (Meldrum, 2000), with brain concentrations substantially higher than in plasma (Hawkins, 2009). Of note, the concentration of glutamate in the extracellular fluid is hundreds of times lower than inside the cells and remains relatively constant for optimal brain function (Hawkins and Viña, 2016).

However, glutamate does not cross the BBB in considerable quantities, except to regions with fenestrated capillaries (Price et al., 1981); therefore, neuronal glutamate has to be synthesized from constantly accessible and reliable precursors. Its synthesis requires an efficient amino group donor that is transported rapidly into the brain and is readily transaminated. BCAAs meet these needs. Their unique properties and availability allow them to play a central role in glutamate metabolism. It has been estimated that at least one-third of cerebral glutamate contains nitrogen derived from BCAAs (Yudkoff, 1997). The cycling of glutamine and glutamate between neurons and astrocytes is mediated by sodium-coupled neutral amino acid transporters (Chaudhry et al., 2002) (**[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**).

![Localization and function of amino acid exchangers (with emphasize on branched-chain amino acids, BCAAs) ) in cell membranes of the neurovascular unit.\
Endothelial cells (ECs) line the blood vessels lumen. They are connected via transmembrane tight junction proteins, which provide tight adhesion and facilitate communication between ECs. The endothelium is separated from other cells by basal lamina. Astrocyte end-feet ensheath the vessel walls. The L1 system transporters possess a critical role in maintaining physiological levels of BCAAs and present in luminal and abluminal membrane of endothelial cells. Additionally, these glutamine (Gln) exchangers are highly expressed in astrocytes and neurons. Alanine (Ala), Serine (Ser), Cysteine (Cys) Transporter 2 (ASCT2) and SNAT transporters are responsible for glutamine influx and present in neurons. Glutamate (Glu) is released from neurons to the synaptic cleft during excitatory neurotransmission. The excitatory amino acid transporters (EAAT) is expressed in astrocytes and responsible for glutamate removal from the synaptic cleft. Glutamate undergoes amidation by glutamine synthetase (GS) in astrocytes to form glutamine, which is released to extracellular space and uptaken by neurons.](NRR-15-1460-g005){#F5}

The presence of a dynamic BCAA--glutamate cycle in the brain that shuttles BCAAs between astrocytes and neurons has been hypothesized (Daikhin and Yudkoff, 2000). According to this model, transamination reaction takes place in astrocytes in the vicinity of capillaries across which BCAAs are transported from the blood. Astrocytes release branched-chain ketoacids to the extracellular fluid from which enters the neurons to be converted back to BCAAs. The mechanism contributes to the buffering of excessive glutamate levels, which might be extremely toxic for neurons. Eventually, neuronal BCAAs are released to the extracellular fluid and conveyed to the astrocytes, completing the BCAA--glutamate cycle.

Additionally, gamma-aminobutyric acid, which is a chief inhibitory neurotransmitter, is synthesized via the decarboxylation of glutamate. Therefore, BCAAs are involved indirectly in its synthesis as well. Consequently, perturbations in the levels of BCAAs significantly influence the entire function of the central nervous system and the balance between excitation and inhibition in particular.

Branched-Chain Amino Acids and Cerebrovascular Pathology {#sec1-6}
========================================================

Small bio-fluid metabolites are readily modifiable via dietary manipulation or pharmacological intervention. They reflect the complex interplay between genetic material and environmental factors. Novel metabolomics approaches represent a potent, comprehensive tool for detecting an extensive range of biochemical changes that are associated with disease and therapy. Metabolomics assays allow the identification and quantification of thousands of metabolites instantaneously, thus providing data for advanced network analysis and spotting possible pathophysiologic drivers.

Burgeoning evidence strongly associates blood metabolic changes with acute stroke development and severity. Kimberly et al. (2013) used high-performance liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry to define metabolomics profiles at baseline and after acute ischemic stroke in humans and in a rat model. In the murine model of ischemic stroke, the authors found a significant after-stroke reduction of the plasma and cerebrospinal fluid BCAAs levels. They also found a decline in the concentration of BCAAs in patients with stroke. Moreover, the reduction rate correlates with the deterioration of neurological outcomes. It is noteworthy that the results of this representative study demonstrate that lower BCAA levels are associated with increased age and female sex. Taking into account that these two groups of patients are at the greatest risk of AD morbidity, plasma BCAA concentrations could serve as an implied AD predisposition index.

Accordingly, there have been attempts to treat different neurological conditions with BCAAs. Aquilani et al. (2005) demonstrated that BCAA supplementation in patients with severe traumatic brain injury significantly improves recovery of cognitive abilities measured using the Disability Rating Scale. In the experiment, the treatment group was intravenously provided with BCAAs by infusing 500 mL of BCAA solution once a day (leucine, 7.50 g; isoleucine, 3.01 g, and valine, 9.1 g) and 1.6 g of arginine. Of note, the procedure restored plasma levels of BCAAs without affecting the precursors of brain catecholamines and serotonin.

In order to explicate the phenomenon, Cole et al. (2010) employed a rodent model of brain injury-induced cognitive impairment. They found that brain injury causes a significant reduction in BCAA concentration in mice hippocampi. Additionally, the results proved a significant reduction in the expression levels of BCATc, branched-chain ketoacid dehydrogenase, glutamate dehydrogenase, and glutamic acid decarboxylase in the hippocampal area of injured animals. The findings indicate that trauma-related changes in the BCAA levels lead to severe disturbance of the metabolism of neurotransmitters. However, the dietary supplement of BCAAs normalizes hippocampal BCAA levels and ameliorates brain injury-related cognitive impairment. Moreover, the application of BCAAs to hippocampal slices from injured animals was shown to restore the post-traumatic regional shifts in net synaptic efficacy, which points to the potential benefit of BCAA usage in clinical practice.

Putative Role of Branched-Chain Amino Acids in the Development of Alzheimer's Disease {#sec1-7}
=====================================================================================

Early studies of the cerebrospinal fluid amino acid composition have demonstrated a significant reduction (by about 35%) in the concentration of valine in AD patients compared to healthy controls (Basun et al., 1990). The recent introduction of advanced metabolomics technology has made it possible to investigate characteristic peripheral metabolic changes and correlate them with cognitive decline and imaging data of AD patients in a reliable manner. However, despite the considerable technological progress, no unequivocal data are pointing to accurate biomarkers of the disease in humans and animal models yet. In one study, liver and kidney samples from 6-month-old APP/PS1 and wild-type mice were fingerprinted using a high-throughput multi-platform metabolomics approach based on gas chromatography and mass spectrometry with reversed-phase liquid chromatography (González-Domínguez et al., 2015b). Multivariate statistical analysis of metabolite profiles of the brain, liver, and kidney tissues indicated the systemic nature of AD-associated pathophysiology. Several observations support the hypothesis that AD is a systemic disorder characterized by impaired glucose metabolism, mitochondrial dysfunction, and abnormal metabolism of BCAAs (González-Domínguez et al., 2015b). Other longitudinal research (in APP/PS1 transgenic and wild-type mice 6, 8, 10, 12, and 18 months of age) involving profiling of the brain and the plasma metabolome has found seriously disturbed polyamines and BCAA metabolism (Pan et al., 2016).

González-Domínguez et al. (2015a) utilized gas chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry to profile low molecular weight metabolites in the serum of newly diagnosed sporadic AD patients who had not received any medication (González-Domínguez et al., 2015a). Alterations of 23 metabolites were detected, including significantly decreased valine levels. In a more recent study by Toledo et al. (2017) that included hundreds of participants, lower plasma valine levels were shown to correlate with the rate of cognitive decline. Likewise, the coefficient for valine was negatively associated with objective ventricular volume changes. Accordingly, an increase in valine concentration was associated with a significantly decreased risk of AD. An extensive original study by Tynkkynen et al. (2018) utilizing innovative profiling of blood metabolites via nuclear magnetic resonance and mass spectrometry was published very recently. Ten metabolites related to a high incidence of dementia were identified. Remarkably, lower levels of all three BCAAs were strongly associated with an increased risk of dementia and AD in a combined meta-analysis with a replication sample.

Contrarily, the results of a recent comparative study by Li et al. (2018b) showed that all three BCAAs accumulate in the blood of aged, diabetic, and AD patients and in that of a transgenic AD mouse model. It should be noted that only eight medicated AD patients participated in this particular investigation. Moreover, four of these patients expressed AD and non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) comorbidity, and comparative analysis was done with just six age-matched healthy donors. The results of this research are therefore considerably less representative compared to the highly extensive profiling of thousands of participants in the works cited above. Nevertheless, the authors demonstrated that the detected mRNA and protein levels of BCATc but not BCATm are significantly down-regulated in the brains of diabetic, aged, and AD mice compared to control mice (Li et al., 2018b).

Interestingly enough, BCAAs reach diet meaningfully deteriorated cognitive deficits in triple-transgenic (3×Tg-AD) mice, as evidenced in spatial memory-related paradigms, without any detectable effect upon memory acquisition in wild-type animals. Moreover, BCAAs reach diet did not affect the content of Aβ; however, escalated the levels of phosphorylated Tau protein in the brains of 3×Tg-AD mice. Of note, leucine but not valine or isoleucine increases the level of phosphorylated Tau protein in the neurons isolated from 3×Tg-AD mice (Li et al., 2018b).

Tournissac et al. (2018) recently demonstrated that 3×Tg-AD mice fed a BCAA-supplemented HFD display higher Tau pathology compared to the mice on HFD with normal levels of BCAAs. Additionally, animals on the low-BCAA diet perform better in the novel object recognition paradigm. The authors suggest a potential risk of combining HFD with BCAAs consumption and speculate about the possible benefits of BCAAs restriction in AD.

Of note, in this particular study, the authors fed 3×Tg-AD mice either HFD or control diet from 6 to 18 months of age; and dietary BCAAs content was manipulated just for the last 2 months (16--18 months of age) when the pathology was at a very advanced stage. Though 3×Tg-AD mice display progressive plaques, and tangle pathology with intracellular immunoreactivity detected from three months of age (Oddo et al., 2003). Moreover, synaptic dysfunction following by cognitive impairment occurs even before plaques and tangles by about four months of age (Billings et al., 2005). Therefore, the applied protocol could not influence the development of typical AD-like symptoms in these mice. Also, 3×Tg-AD mice do not show any behavioral deficits in the novel object recognition test, and this specific paradigm has been indicated as not appropriate for memory evaluation in this rodent model of AD (Stover et al., 2015).

It is noteworthy that the same murine model of AD was utilized in our original study (Polis et al., 2018). We provided 4-month-old animals with uncommon non-proteinogenic amino acid norvaline (an isoform of valine) for two months. The mice treated with norvaline demonstrated significantly improved spatial memory acquisition associated with an increase in hippocampal spine density and reduced neuroinflammation. Moreover, the rate of brain amyloidosis was significantly diminished due to a reduction in the expression levels of the amyloid precursor protein (APP) (Polis et al., 2019).

Role of Branched-Chain Amino Acids in the Development of Other Metabolic Disorders {#sec1-8}
==================================================================================

During the last decade, the putative role of BCAAs in the pathogenesis of obesity, diabetes, and atherosclerosis has been intensively investigated. A clear metabolic signature related to the metabolism of BCAAs has been identified in obese subjects (Newgard et al., 2009). The levels of BCAAs are about 20% higher in obese subjects compared to non-obese controls. Therefore, it was hypothesized that BCAAs contribute to the development of obesity-associated insulin resistance. The growing data point to the link between increased levels of some BCAAs and the development of insulin resistance. Furthermore, there is burgeoning evidence indicating a strong association between BCAAs and NIDDM. Xu et al. (2013) detected significantly elevated levels of BCAAs in adults with impaired fasting glucose and NIDDM compared to healthy controls. Accordingly, an association between BCAA levels and the pathogenesis of metabolic syndrome has been hypothesized (Yoon, 2016).

Various treatment strategies have been trialed in patients with metabolic diseases. The mainstream conventional approaches traditionally include dietary intervention. In this context, BCAA supplementation has been intensively investigated in different animal models of atherosclerosis, obesity, and diabetes. Several studies have demonstrated the effects of leucine supplementation on the development of atherosclerosis. Zhao et al. (2016) found that leucine supplementation results in a significant reduction in the area of aortic atherosclerotic lesions accompanied by a decrease in serum LDL-C levels and an increase in serum HDL-C levels in ApoE null mice. Macotela et al. found that a two-fold increase in dietary leucine uptake for two months had a significant impact on insulin signaling, tissue macrophage infiltration, and the entire metabolic profile of mice placed on an HFD. Of note, the applied regimen moderated inflammatory changes in adipose tissue and reduced insulin resistance, glucose intolerance, and hepatic steatosis, although without altering weight gain.

Moreover, doubling regular dietary leucine intake in HFD mice reduces diet-induced obesity via escalating resting energy expenditure (Zhang et al., 2007). This protocol improves glucose metabolism substantially, decreases diet-induced insulin resistance, and plasma glucagon levels. Generally, it has a net health benefit that includes the reduction of diet-induced overweight, hypercholesterolemia, and hyperglycemia in mice on an HFD (Zhang et al., 2007). Likewise, leucine supplementation and resistance training substantially attenuate diabetes-associated muscle loss and motor performance decrements in a rodent model (Martins et al., 2017). As mentioned above, non-proteinogenic amino acid norvaline was administered daily to rats with fructose-induced metabolic syndrome for 6 weeks (El-Bassossy et al., 2013). The treatment protocol led to the significantly improved metabolic status of the animals. The serum levels of glucose, uric acid, and triglycerides were reduced following the treatment. Remarkably, norvaline alleviated hypertension associated with metabolic syndrome via direct and indirect protective mechanisms. Gilinsky et al. (2019) evidenced in a recent study a significant decline in blood pressure and increased diuresis in hypertensive rats following a short-term norvaline treatment. Importantly, the same protocol did not affect these indexes in wild-type animals.

Branched-Chain Amino Acids and mTOR Pathway {#sec1-9}
===========================================

mTOR is a serine/threonine protein kinase that regulates vital cellular processes. Among its main functions are the regulation of cells' longevity, protein synthesis, and degradation and the formation and support of the cytoskeleton (Wullschleger et al., 2006). In mammals, the enzyme exists in two distinct forms, mTOR complexes 1 and 2 (mTORC1, mTORC2), each of which possesses unique protein machinery and each of which phosphorylates different substrates. mTORC1 is strongly inhibited by rapamycin, an antifungal antibiotic produced by bacteria Streptomyces hygroscopicus (Vézina et al., 1975). mTORC2 is less sensitive to the drug; however, it can be inhibited by chronic treatment and only in a limited number of tissues (Kennedy and Lamming, 2016).

mTORC1 phosphorylates ribosomal protein S6 kinase beta-1 (S6K1), which regulates the initiation of translation (Ma and Blenis, 2009). However, rapamycin-insensitive mTORC2 phosphorylates protein kinase B (also known as Akt). In general, mTOR activity is dependent upon stimulation by various mitogens, but only mTORC1 is under the nutrient's strict control. Accordingly, mTORC1 is a potent integrator of external and internal signals and coordinator of complex homeostatic responses (Dann et al., 2007). The two complexes of mTOR sense and integrate various metabolic signals but have different functions. In general, mTORC1 controls translation and autophagy, and mTORC2 is an effector of the insulin/IGF-1 signaling pathway.

The mTOR signaling axis has been shown to be severely deregulated in various neurodegenerative diseases, particularly AD, which contributes significantly to its progression (Lee et al., 2015). Postmortem examinations of AD patients' brains have revealed hyperactivation of the PI3K-Akt-mTOR signaling pathway (Sun et al., 2014). Therefore, mTOR is an attractive therapeutic target.

Recent evidence links AD and diabetes via mTOR (Li et al., 2018a). AD brains are characterized by a gradual decrease in glucose consumption and insulin resistance, which is an early and common feature of AD development (Talbot et al., 2012). The activation of mTOR and S6K1 has been shown to block insulin signaling (Yu et al., 2011). Moreover, chronic activation of mTOR and phosphorylation of insulin receptor substrate-1 induces insulin resistance in rats given an HFD and BCAAs; this can be reversed by rapamycin treatment (Newgard, 2012).

Of note, mTORC1 activity is responsive to the bioavailability of amino acids, particularly BCAAs. Leucine, for instance, is a potent mTORC1 activator (Gran and Cameron-Smith, 2011). Of all three proteinogenic BCAAs, this amino acid possesses the strongest ability to activate the mTOR signaling pathway (**[Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**). The detailed machinery by which these amino acids control the mTORC1 function was unknown until recently. An original mechanism of BCAA-induced mTOR activation due to direct binding to Sestrin 2 has recently been discovered (Wolfson et al., 2016). In addition, Wang et al. (2015) identified a particular lysosomal protein functioning as a transporter for arginine and several other amino acids. This protein is required the mTORC1 activation.

![Branched-chain amino acids (BCAAs) regulate mechanistic target of rapamycin complex 1 (mTORC1) activation.\
BCAAs enter the cell via LAT1, which performs an efficient bidirectional exchange with glutamine. Imported BCAAs bind to Sestrin 2, which disrupts the Sestrin 2-GATOR2 interaction. GAP activity toward Rag (GATOR) is a multiprotein complex regulating mTOR signaling via interacting with the Ras-related GTPases (Rag).](NRR-15-1460-g006){#F6}

Of note, inhibition of the mTOR pathway prolongs the lifetime of various organisms and protects against age-related pathologies, including AD (Johnson et al., 2013). Consequently, it has been proposed that mTOR pathway activity be dampened to protect organisms from a spectrum of age-related and neurodegenerative diseases (Stanfel et al., 2009).

Remarkably, valine induces mTOR activity, but its isoform does not. Norvaline has been shown to inhibit S6K1 and to possess anti-inflammatory properties *in vitro* (Ming et al., 2009). Moreover, norvaline effectively reduces the levels of Akt protein in the brains of AD mice, which further modulates the bioactivity of the mTOR pathway (Polis et al., 2018). The precise mechanism of norvaline's influence on mTOR activity is not clear, and additional evidence should be provided to elucidate this phenomenon.

Norvaline: a Novel Alzheimer's Disease-Modifying Agent {#sec1-10}
======================================================

The chemical formula of norvaline is C~5~H~11~NO~2~; its structure is depicted in (**[Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}**). Its current systematic chemical nomenclature is 2-aminopentanoic acid (Anon, 1984), and it has been intensively investigated in early enzymological studies (Kisumi et al., 1977). Norvaline is a non-proteinogenic amino acid, however, it incorporates in some recombinant Escherichia coli proteins (Soini et al., 2008).

![The chemical structures of norvaline and ornithine.](NRR-15-1460-g007){#F7}

Structural similarity with ornithine (**[Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}**) provides the substance with properties of negative feedback arginase inhibition (Polis and Samson, 2018). Suppressing arginase activity has been suggested to decrease the risk and frequency of cardiovascular diseases (Pernow and Jung, 2013). Accordingly, various arginase inhibitors have been intensively investigated in rodent models and in humans. In this context, norvaline---a non-competitive arginase inhibitor---has attracted serious interest.

As an arginase inhibitor, norvaline has been shown to improve available resources of arginine and to increase nitric oxide (NO) production. These features support the normal endothelial function (Ming et al., 2009). Consequently, norvaline given for 7 days in a dose of 10 mg/kg/day has been shown to prevent the development of systemic endothelial dysfunctions in L-NAME and methionine-induced NO deficiency in rats (Pokrovskiy et al., 2011). In one study, diabetic rats treated with 50 mg/kg of norvaline for 6 weeks demonstrated alleviated hypertension via a mechanism involving the protection of endothelial-dependent relaxation and NO generation (El-Bassossy et al., 2012). Gilinsky et al. (2019) recently showed that norvaline effectively reduces blood pressure and induces diuresis in rats with inherited stress-induced arterial hypertension without any effect on wild-type animals. Also, the administration of norvaline (10 mg/kg) for 1 month significantly improved serum nitrates, urea, LDH, testosterone, and testicular protein levels in diabetic rats. Moreover, the treated animals demonstrated enhanced sperm motility and viability (De et al., 2016). The same group of scientists discovered a potential mechanism of norvaline induced phenotype and found a positive effect on scavenging free radicals and on increasing the levels of antioxidant enzymes in rat testes (De and Singh, 2016).

Recent translational research on norvaline has demonstrated its many properties in applications relating to an extensive spectrum of metabolic diseases, including AD. Remarkably, the substance interferes with all major aspects of AD pathogenesis, which makes its use extremely attractive.

Conclusion {#sec1-11}
==========

The best scientific minds have pursued a competent AD-modifying medication for more than a century. However, their efforts have been to no avail. Hundreds of agents have been clinically investigated but with no promising results. It seems that the misleading and highly controversial hypotheses hinder the development of adequate AD treatments. Moreover, the strategies targeting Aβ or Tau protein are not beneficial but dangerous. Therefore, many novel drugs that are under preclinical evaluation, treat altered brain metabolic status and compromised energy equilibrium. Recently proposed strategies are predicated upon a universal approach and new vision of AD etiology and pathogenesis that reach beyond the traditional hallmarks.

State-of-the-art metabolomics techniques provide data for a more comprehensive analysis of AD pathophysiology and serve as a practical tool to study the complex effects of the potential medicines and to follow disease development. The metabolic hypothesis of AD is strongly supported by experimental evidence. The treatments based on this theory deal with the classic hallmarks of AD as the major pathology epiphenomena.

Accordingly, inclusive treatment strategies targeting both brain and systemic metabolic aberrations seem to be much more efficient than the strategies targeting CNS abnormalities alone. Additionally, the diagnosis and management of AD-associated risk factors and comorbidities play an important role in the prevention and treatment of AD.
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